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PRIVACY AMENDMENT (PRIVACY ALERTS) BILL 2013
The Insurance Council of Australia (Insurance Council)1 is pleased to provide a short
submission to the Legal and Constitutional Affairs Legislation Committee’s (Committee)
inquiry into the Privacy Amendment (Privacy Alerts) Bill 2013. The Insurance Council
previously provided comments to the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner’s
(OAIC) Discussion Paper on mandatory data notification (October 2012) as well as
preliminary comments on the draft Bill to the Attorney General’s Department (May 2013).
Given the short time frame provided for comments to the Committee, the attachment
highlights the key issues that the Insurance Council has previously raised and which, we
submit, have not been sufficiently clarified by the Bill’s Explanatory Memorandum.
Insurance Council members take their privacy obligations very seriously and collect, use and
disclose a significant amount of personal (names, addresses) and sensitive (health details)
information in the course of providing quotes, issuing policies, and paying insurance claims.
In the absence of the regulations referred to in the Bill, or revised guidance referred to in the
Explanatory Memorandum, it has been difficult to comment conclusively on the legislation.
For instance, the ‘general publication conditions’ are unknown. Such conditions will be
critical to a proper consideration of the impact of the Bill as they trigger the proposals to
publish a copy of a breach statement on an entity’s website and in each State in at least one
newspaper. The Explanatory Memorandum (p. 57) foreshadows further practical guidance
around the concept of ‘real risk of serious harm’ in revised OAIC guidance.
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The Insurance Council of Australia is the representative body of the general insurance industry in Australia. Our members
represent more than 90 percent of total premium income written by private sector general insurers. Insurance Council
members, both insurers and reinsurers, are a significant part of the financial services system. March 2013 Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority statistics show that the private sector insurance industry generates gross written premium of $39.2 billion
per annum and has total assets of $116.1 billion. The industry employs approximately 60,000 people and on average pays out
about $101 million in claims each working day.
Insurance Council members provide insurance products ranging from those usually purchased by individuals (such as home
and contents insurance, travel insurance, motor vehicle insurance) to those purchased by small businesses and larger
organisations (such as product and public liability insurance, professional indemnity insurance, commercial property, and
directors and officers insurance).

Given the Bill is proposed to commence on 12 March 2014, early consultation on the Bill’s
regulations and OAIC’s guidance is imperative.
If you wish to discuss further any of the issues raised in this submission, please contact the
Insurance Council’s General Manager, Regulatory Policy, Mr John Anning on
tel: (02) 9253 5121 or email: janning@insurancecouncil.com.au.
Yours sincerely

Robert Whelan
Executive Director & CEO
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ATTACHMENT
Definitions
 Section 26ZE defines harm to 'include’ the three elements under that section. The
Explanatory Memorandum (p.57) indicates this section is included to provide clarity, that
the list is ‘non-exhaustive’ and is in addition to the ordinary meaning of the word ‘harm’.
It is considered however that this only serves to increase uncertainty as it potentially
means a range of matters not specified in the Bill could also be considered 'harm'.
There is also no explanation under s26ZE as to what 'economic harm' and 'financial
harm' means and it is unclear how these two are to be differentiated.
Further uncertainty exists as the Explanatory Memorandum (p. 42) notes that the ability
to make regulations to specify particular situations that may also be serious data
breaches is intended to provided flexibility to deal with data breaches that may not reach
the threshold of a real risk of serious harm but should nonetheless be subject to
notification.


There is concern around what 'serious' in the Bill means. In the definition of a ‘serious
data breach’ the Bill refers to ‘a real risk of serious harm to any of the individuals to
whom the personal information relates’ ‘Real risk of serious harm’, an essential element
of a serious data breach, is left undefined. Uncertainty as to how 'serious' is to be
determined creates the possibility of it being interpreted at a very low benchmark when
linked to an individual.
Insurance Council members have raised concerns that the proposed response
(publication) could be disproportionate to the nature of the breach involved particularly
taking into account the number of transactions that a large insurance company
processes on a regular basis.



As noted above, OAIC is expected to provide guidance on the concept of ‘real risk of
serious harm’. To ensure a balanced view, it has been suggested that the 'serious data
breach' definition should take into account factors such as those outlined in section
912D(b) of the Corporations Act.
These factors, which are considered when determining whether a breach is significant
and whether there is a requirement to notify ASIC include: the number or frequency of
similar previous breaches; the extent to which the breach indicates that the entity’s
arrangements to ensure compliance with the obligations are inadequate; and the actual
or financial loss to the individuals affected. Another factor which may also be relevant in
determining whether a breach is serious relates to the type of information which has
been accessed or disclosed and whether it is classified as sensitive information.
The Insurance Council submits it makes sense to harmonise the approach in reporting
breaches to ASIC and the OAIC. ASIC’s principle-based breach reporting process is set
out in Regulatory Guide 78 and enables each entity to take into account the nature,
scale and complexity of their business when determining significance.

Publication
 As explained above, it is difficult in the absence of draft regulations to comment
definitively on how the proposed publication sanction would impact general insurers. For
example, the Explanatory Memorandum (p.56) states the regulations will deal with
situations where it is impossible for the entity to contact each affected individual or where
an attempt to contact each individual would be ineffective.
The Insurance Council has previously submitted to the OAIC that the existing
arrangements and voluntary guidance are sufficient and appropriately flexible to take into
account the individual circumstances of a breach. The current voluntary guidance notes
that notification may not be appropriate in all cases.
While section 26ZB(5) in the Bill provides that the Commissioner may issue an
exemption notice from publication where there is public interest not to notify, how this
exemption is to work needs to be clarified. For example, there is no explanation as to
when the proposed exemption would be given along a data breach timeline. The public
interest test should apply prior to requiring disclosure so that publication were only
required where it was in the public interest.
It is also unclear how the publication conditions are likely to assist an aggrieved
consumer and broader community. The requirement to publish, for instance in the case
of one breach for one consumer, may be excessive and have little public interest value.
Furthermore, there may be legitimate family law and potential criminal issues which need
to be considered. If publication is required, only relevant information should published.
It is acknowledged that for privacy breaches involving bank accounts or websites that are
password protected, consumers should be advised of breaches as soon as possible to
allow them to take steps to change passwords and protect their information. It is unlikely
this situation would arise in the day to day business of general insurance and the
prescriptive approach may be excessive for all possible types of potential privacy
breaches. In any event, a serious data breach may not affect all customers and it is
unclear what benefit would be achieved in causing unnecessary alarm and angst to
customers who are not impacted by the breach.


The legislation should also be written in a technology neutral language so that it does not
become outdated and does not exclude other methods of effective publication.

Overseas recipient
 Section 26X(3) appears to make the local entity responsible for notifying a serious data
breach of personal information held by the overseas recipient, but it is not clear that this
is the intended effect. Following on from that, s26X(3)(b) makes the application of
APP8.1 a prerequisite to s26X(3)(d). It is not sufficiently clear whether, in circumstances
where an entity successfully invokes one of the defences in APP8.2, a serious data
breach of personal information held by an overseas recipient is not required to be
reported. This should be clarified.
Interference with the privacy of an individual
 Schedule 1, Clause 3 inserts s13(4A) which makes a failure to notify or failure to comply
with a direction to notify an 'interference with the privacy of an individual'. The Insurance
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Council considers the wording is ambiguous. It should be clarified whether the intention
is to tie this back to the civil penalty provision so as to allow a fine to be imposed for
serious and repeated interference with the privacy of an individual (i.e. for repeated and
serious failure to notify).
Resourcing of OAIC
 Adequacy of the resourcing of the OAIC is another significant consideration having
regard to the expansion of the functions and powers of the Commissioner proposed
under a mandatory data breach regime. The OAIC would need to be resourced to
prevent, for example, limitations in its governance and consideration of applications for
exemptions. If too great a burden is placed on the OAIC, it may be unable to effectively
perform the functions conferred upon it by the privacy reforms.
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